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Say hello to Kopter!
Marenco Swisshelicopter (MSH) rebrands its fast-growing business

Wetzikon/Zurich, February 1st, 2018
MSH, the Swiss helicopter manufacturer, has unveiled its new brand name.
During an inauguration event held at its recently completed corporate/engineering facility, the
company’s CEO, Andreas Loewenstein, introduced Kopter to customers, suppliers, partners and
staff.
Kopter marks a new chapter in the company’s history. The launch is an opportunity for the
company’s leadership to share its ambitious business strategy, as well as news about its upcoming
flight test programme and the start of production of the SH09 helicopter.
The introduction of the Kopter name, logo and brand design is a decisive step that places the
business as a potential leader in the marketplace. By simplifying the brand, Kopter will be better
placed to tell the world its story. The distinctive branding will be accompanied by a bold new
strapline that outlines the business’s everyday aim – and its ongoing vision – for missions
accomplished.
Loewenstein said of the rebrand: “We’re a company with an upward trajectory. Over the past few
years, we have grown quickly. To support that growth, and place us as a leader in our field, we need
to be clear about who we are. That means investing in our brand and telling our story.”
“Our new name provides us with immediate recognition. It allows us to own a word that is
synonymous with helicopter travel. As we are an unmistakably Swiss company, the use of a ‘k’ –
instead of a ‘c’ – gives the Kopter a strong, Swiss–Germanic feel. It has a feeling of solidity and
dependability – two things that are essential in our industry.”
“Kopter is a modern name. In branding as in engineering, confidence is delivered through simplicity
of thought. Kopter is a marker in the ground to let people know we have arrived – and we’re here to
stay.”
Kopter also makes a promise to its customers: whatever the missions, whatever the times, wherever
the places, Kopter will get you where you’re going – safely, quickly and consistently.
For more information, please read our guide ‘Say hello to our new brand’ at: koptergroup.com
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About Kopter:
Kopter’s purpose is to develop, produce and support a new generation of helicopter. It currently
employs 250 skilled team
members and is based near Zurich, with assembly facilities in Mollis and Näfels, Switzerland. Its first
model, the single turbine SH09, offers the highest standards of safety, comfort and performance,
coupled with low operating costs. Built for the most demanding missions, it provides the largest
cabin/cargo volumes, outstanding modularity and the latest generation of electronic systems.

For further
information please contact:

Cecile Vion-Lanctuit
Head of Communications & Marketing
Telephone: +41 44 552 34 99
Mobile: +41 79 506 40 55
Email: cecile.vion-lanctuit@koptergroup.com

www.koptergroup.com
Kopter Group AG – Binzstrasse 31, 8620 Wetzikon, Switzerland
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